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CALIBRATION FRAMES 

CREATING CALIBRATION FRAMES 

Im not a personal fan of batch stacking or the use of Deep Sky 

Stacker (DSS) I always find that the batch stacking algorithms 

don’t always give you the best results.  

Therefore I prefer to use PixInsight image calibration and image 

integration to create master calibration frames to then calibrate 

with my light frames! 

This is very time consuming but the results are worth the time 

you invest. I would recommend you create a calibration library.  

Bias & Darks frames can be kept between 4- 6 months when 

using a cooled camera, if you do not have a cooled camera you 

should change your master dark when ambient conditions 

change by +-5 degrees celsius from your last master dark 

created. Flat frames must be replaced if you remove your 

camera from your optical assembly. If like me you don’t , then 

replace flat frames every 1 - 2 months or if you noticed dust 

bunnies when calibrating your flats with your light frames. 
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Integration of Bias Frames  

Obtain approx 250 - 1500 Bias frames. Yes thats a lot of frames, 

but more is better! My ASI cameras captures 0.2sec subs for my 

bias which is sufficient. Please be aware your processing computer 

will require a lot of RAM if integrating images over 250 frames. 

8Gb memory can safely integrate 250 frames. I have 64GB of 

RAM so doing 1500 images is no match for my computer! 

1. Open ImageIntegration. (Fig 1.1) 

2. Add files (load individual light frames). (Fig 1.2) 

3.  Combination method use Average.  

4.  Normalization use No Normalization.  

5.  Weights use Don’t Care (all weights = 1).  

6.  Uncheck Evaluate Noise.  

7.  Pixel Rejection 1.  

• Less than 7 frames - Percentile Clipping.  

• 7 - 15 frames - Averaged Sigma Clipping.  

• 15 - 25 frames - Winsorized Sigma Clipping. 

• 25 or more frames - Linear Fit Clipping. 

8.  Normalization use No Normalization. 

9.  All other defaults are good. 

10. Apply Global. 

11. Save as MasterBias in FITS format. (32-bit IEEE 754 floating 

point, this can be discarded after a superbias has been created or 

you can choose to keep just in case you have issues with your 

superbias)  
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Master SuperBias 

Master Bias 



In this master dark image you will notice we have amp-glow 

pattern to the right! 

What is amp-glow 
Amp glow is a generalised term! It originally referred to 

“amplifier glow”, however these days it generally refers to any 

kind of “glow” in the image that is caused by the camera itself. 

Glows are areas of the image that become brighter than 

neighbouring areas due to circuitry within the camera or sensor. 

Amp glow is perfectly normal so no need to panic this pattern will 

be processed out during the calibration and integration process. 
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Subframe Selector (Weighing) 

You should carry out subframe selector post cosmetic 

correction. (Chapter 3) 

1. Open SubframeSelector. (Fig 2.3) 

2. Add files. (load individual cosmetically corrected frames) 

3. Set subframe scale, calculate using (206 x pixel size in µm ÷ 

focal length) or you can find this in the FITS header in 

sequence generator pro. 

4. Set Camera Gain (again you can find this in the FITS header 

on sequence generator pro. 

5. Set Camera Resolution. 

6. Push Measure (or apply global) and wait for results. 

7. Add FWHM < 6 && Eccentricity <= 0.7 to approver & 

SNRWeight to weighting. (this will reject images below these 

values, see notes below) 

You are looking for the image with the best Weight this will be the 

image you set as reference during registration and integration of 

light frames. (Chapter 3). 

Images with a FWHM of 6 and Eccentricity of 7 or lower is perfect 

and means those stars are pinpoint! 

If you find that most of your images are being rejected this means 

your data is poor and you will need to make the most of it! Just 

because your data has been rejected, doesn’t mean you can’t use 

it.   
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Fig 2.3



CREATING A MASTER LIGHT 

FRAME 

A master light frame in simple terms are your main light frames 

that have been calibrated with your calibration frames and 

integrated.  

It is very important that you calibrate your light frames with your 

master superbias, dark and flat frames to obtain those perfect 

images with balanced backgrounds, reduced noise and most 

common issue vignetting. 
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Calibration of light frames 

1. Open ImageCalibration. 

2. Add files. (load individual blinked approved light frames) 

3. Choose output folder Lights_Cal. 

4. Enable Master Bias and load the master superbias. 

5. Enable Master Dark and load master dark. (check calibrate & 

ensure opitmize is checked as per default) 

6. Enable Master flat and load the Master flat. 

7. All other defaults are good. 

8. Apply Global. 

Notes:  

• If using CMOS or DSLR camera uncheck optimise under master 

dark. 

Cosmetic Correction  

1. Open CosmeticCorrection. (Fig 3.1) 

2. Add files. (load individual light frames from Lights_Cal) 

3. Choose output folder Lights_Cal_CC. 

4. Enable auto detect. 

5. Check hot pixels. 

6. All other defaults are good. 

7. Apply Global. 

8. Inspect image if you still have bad pixels adjust hot pixel slider 

and reapply. 

Notes:-  

• Enable CFA if your using a OSC or DSLR camera. 

• Enable cold pixels if you have any cold pixels present. 
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Continued  

11.Pixel Rejection. 

• Less than 7 frames - Percentile Clipping.  

• 7 - 15 frames - Averaged Sigma Clipping.  

• 15 - 25 frames - Winsorized Sigma Clipping. 

• 25 or more frames - Linear Fit Clipping. 

10. Normalization use Local Normalization 

11. All other defaults are good. 

12. Apply Global  

I know this sounds weird but discard the integrated image! Yes 

permanently delete it! Don’t worry all you wanted was the drizzle 

data for the next process. Smart thing to do is delete once have 

successfully completed drizzle integration. 

Drizzle Integration 

1. Open Drizzle Integration. (Fig 3.5) 

2. Add files. (load individual drizzle frames from 

Lights_Cal_CC_SS_Reg) 

3. Add Norm.L Files, you will see (n) appear next to each light 

frame. (load individual normalization frames from 

normalization folder within  Lights_Cal_CC_SS_Reg). 

4. All defaults are good. 

5. Apply Global. 

6. Save DrizzleIntegrated image as FITS file. (32-bit IEEE 754 

floating point) 

Notes:-  

• If integrating data from a OSC or DSLR check enable CFA 

drizzle. 
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Fig 3.5



 POST PROCESSING  

PREPARING LINEAR IMAGES  

Now you have successfully calibrated, cosmically corrected, star 

aligned, normalised and drizzle integrated your light frames the 

next step is to prepare your linear image prior to de-linearisation 

for final processing. 
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Star align greyscale images  

If you have imaged with a OSC or DSLR camera you can skip this 

step. Unless you are adding narrowband.  

If you have used a mono camera with multiple filters  or images 

from different optical assemblies you need to make sure each 

master light is aligned with one another. 

During the integration of light frames (Chapter 3) if you used the 

same reference image for all filters you should not need to 

undertake these steps. 

1. Open Star Alignment. 

2. Set reference image (image with highest level of detail i.e. 

Red, luminance or Ha) Load as file. 

3. Uncheck Generate Drizzle Data. 

4. Add files. (Load master light Images) 

5. Choose output folder. (select a folder where master lights are 

collectively saved for further processing) 

6. All defaults should be good. 

7. Apply Global. 

Notes:- 

• If registering images from two different optical and camera 

combination adjust Registration model to Thin Plate Splines and  

Check Distortion Correction. 

• If you have failed star alignment increase star detection and 

experiment with parameters. 
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IMAGE MASKS 

Creating image masks is very important for processing and should 

be used for processes such as Deconvolution, Curves 

Transformation, Star Replacement, Noise Reduction, Contrast and 

Image Sharping and finally Saturation. 
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Creating a Range Mask  

So if you have captured luminance with a mono camera the steps 

are very simple, you just need to clone you linear image and make 

it nonlinear using STF & HT. if you do not have luminance data, 

but only narrowband you can extract luminance using the 

channel extraction, ideally you want to do this once you have 

combined all your channels and post DBE/ABE, Background 

Neutralisation and Colour calibration. 

1. With your linear Luminance image using the menu select 

Image and duplicate. (or drag image viewer indentifer tab to 

workspace) 

2. Rename your clone image i.e. Range_Mask. 

3. Apply a STF to the clone image. 

4. Open Histogram Transformation (HT) and drag the STF to  

HT. 

5. Remove STF auto stretch from the image. 

6. Apply HT to Range_Mask 

If you have obtained your images with a OSC this mean you have 

luminance as OSC cameras collect Component luminance data! 

You just need to extract luminance  from your RGB data therefore 

add the following steps prior to step 1. 

7. Create RGB clone image 

8. Open RGB Working Space. (Fig 5.1) 

9. Under luminance coefficients (D50) set red, green and blue 

sliders to far right. 

10. Apply RGBWS to cloned RGB image. 

11. Open Channel Extraction.  

12. Set colour space to CIE L*a*b*. 

13. Check luminance box. (leave as auto) 
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Creating Colour Mask 

ColorMask is a great tool for extracting masks that are great for 

enhancement of nebulosity or adjusting colours in SHO palette. 

Every image is different when using ColorMask so experiment 

with the colours to obtain the best mask for your needs. 

1. Open Colormask. (Fig 5.4) 

2. Set Blur to 3. 

3. Select color. (Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Cyan & Magenta) 

4. Apply to image you wish to extract mask from. 
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Deconvolution  

Deconvolution should only be applied to a linear luminance 

image or the linear luminance component of an OSC image. If 

you have not obtained luminance data please skip this section. 

First of all we need to create a average Point Spread Function 

(PSF) of the stars. See steps below. 

1. Apply STF to linear luminance image. 

2. Open Dynamic PSF. (Fig 6.1) 

3. Generate star points (collect approx 30 - 40 stars) you do NOT 

want saturated stars, best way to identify saturated stars is to 

remove the STF auto stretch , as only saturated stars will 

appear. You want to avoid image edges and nebulosity. 

4. Select all the star points on Dynamic PSF. (CLT + A) 

5. Left click the camera button to generate average PSF. 

Now you have created a average PSF of your stars, save this to the 

workspace this will be needed in deconvolution. (Fig 6.2) 

6. Apply a Range Mask to luminance image. 

7. Reduce K value to luminance image in STF, to reduce 

background brightness to your image with the mask applied 

for analysing. (make sure you reset your STF prior to adjusting 

K value) 

8. Create star mask (using Star Mask) defaults should be fine, if 

not adjust parameters. Rename your mask **Star_Mask_ 

Deconvolution** increase scale in star mask to include larger 

stars. (Save to workspace) 

9. Open Deconvolution. (Fig 6.3)  

10.Select external PSF and load PSF image saved to workspace. 

11.Create small preview on luminance image. (mainly stars)  
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Fig 6.2

Fig 6.1



LINEAR COLOUR PROCESSING  

COMBINING DATA TO CREATE A COLOUR 

IMAGE 

In this chapter we will now put all the images together to create a 

RGB image for colour processing, noise reduction, sharpen and 

enhancement  prior to making our image nonlinear. 
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Bicolour Palette 

Using PixelMath to combine Ha, OIII, SII and a synthetic Green 

using both Ha & OIII. This allows you to try different bicolour 

blending methods giving you a wide range of colours. See table 

below. 

1. Open Linear Ha & OIII images. (Your images need to have 

been through the Post Processing stage in Chapter 4) 

2. Make sure you have renamed your data to just (Ha) & (OIII) 

3. Open PixelMath. (Fig 8.5) 

4. Uncheck use single RGB/K expression. 

5. Check generate output. 

6. Check create new image. 

7. Set color space to RGB Color. 

Channel 

Combinations 

R/K 
Green Blue 

Synthetic Green Ha
(Ha*0.01)+

(OIII*~0.01)
OIII

Synthetic Green Ha
(Ha*0.5)+

(OIII*~0.5)
OIII

Synthetic Green Ha
(Ha*1.0)+

(OIII*~1.0)
OIII

Blended 
Channels 

Ha
(0.4*Ha)_(0.6*OI

II)
OIII

Blended 
Channels 

(0.5*SII)

+(0.5*Ha)

(0.2*Ha)

+(0.8*OIII)
OIII
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Noise Reduction 

Firstly not all images require aggressive noise reduction! 

Providing you have a low SNR camera and good quality data you 

won’t need to be so aggressive with your noise reduction. 

1. Create a small to medium size preview box on your image, you 

want a mixture of stars and DSO. The reason we are doing this 

is because the process can take along time to complete on a 

full scale image. So performing this process on a small area 

saves you a lot of waiting. 

2. Open TVGDenoise. (Fig 8.7) 

3. If you are working on RGB or greyscale image check RGB/K, if 

your working on a tricolour image (SHO) check CIE L*a*b* 

mode. 

4. Enable Automatic Convergence. (This speeds things up) 

5. Adjust strength. (higher the value the more aggressive the 

smoothness. 
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Sharpness  

Don’t be alarm that we are using Multi Scale Linear 

Transformation this is a great tool for sharpening your images in 

nonlinear form. 

Method 1 

1. Apply a mask to image. (protected areas) 

2. Open MultiScaleLinearTransformation. (Fig 8.9) 

3. Select Algorithm to Starlet Transform. 

4. Set layers to 4. 

5. Select each layer and make sure noise reduction & linear mask 

are both disabled. 

6. Enable De-ringing.  

7. Set Dark to 0.0100 to start with and adjust accordingly. 

8. Set target to CIE L*. 

9. Leave layer 1 at default value. 

10.Adjust layer 2  to 4 bias in the range of 0.012 - 0.075 (evaluate 

the results by increasing the Bias to each layer one by one 

using the real-time preview. 

11.Once you are happy with your experimenting apply to masked 

image. 
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Fig 8.8



DONATIONS 

AUSTRALIAN BUSHFIRES 2019 

All monies received for the purchase of My PixInsight Guide 

digital copies (£10.00) and £5.00 for each printed A5 paperback 

copy has been proudly donated to The Longleat Charitable Trust 

that are currently supporting three rescue centres in Australia 

**Minton farm recuse, Manfred Heide Wombat recuse & 

SAVEM** 

These centres are currently working around the clock rescuing all 

wildlife from the deviating bushfire that hit Australia in 

November 2019 including the Koala, Kangaroo and Wombat. 

These animals need a lot of medical attention and more 

importantly a new home where they will be safe from the danger. 

Therefore I would personally like to thank you for supporting The 

Longleat Charitable Trust by purchasing My PixInsight Guide. 
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